
DPH Response to Records Request 

 

Note:  Text set in green font are DPH’s answers. 

 

1. A description of the scope of renovation of Wings "O" and "M," and whether the 
renovation involves:   
Proposed renovation consists of updated building interiors; code compliant 
bathrooms, new windows, and new finishes.  Exterior work will consist of maintenance 
upgrades; new roof, water collection system (gutters), new paint, ungraded ADA 
accessibility path of travel and parking.  In addition, at least 2 elevators serving these 
wards are also scheduled for renovation. 

a. Demolishing the old building completely,  
No demolition 

b. Abatement of asbestos on the site of those two wings, 
Yes, abatement to be done as required by scope of renovation work. 

c. Whether a new building will be constructed on that space,  
No.  See item a) above. 

d. How many stories will be built (or renovated) on that space,  
Two existing buildings (wings M&O), each with 4 floors.  A few additional spaces 
in higher floors used for meeting rooms and public spaces also included 

e. Whether the Health Commission has approved of this project during a public 
meeting of the full Commission or the LHH-JCC, and  
Re-use of the buildings has been discussed with the LHH-JCC.     

f. Which DPH employees or divisions will be relocated to the administrative offices 
and the approximate number of employees who will work there. 
Administrative staff from 1380 Howard St., 101 Grove St. and staff currently 
housed in leased buildings are scheduled to occupy the M&O.  DPH currently 
estimates up to approximately 480 staff could be relocated to LHH.   

2. The dollar amount of the COP's that have been identified, and whether the COP's 
have actually been awarded to date by the Board of Supervisors. 
$60 million.  Funding is included in the City’s 10 Year Capital Plan, Fiscal Years 2018-
2027 which was adopted by resolution by the Board of Supervisors.  (Reference 
Administrative Code Section 3.20) 

3. A timeline of when the renovation and eventual occupancy will occur. 
Construction is currently targeted to start in 2020, with completion estimated by mid-2021.   

 


